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Problems in Shipping Citrus Fruits
A. R. Sandlin, Leesburg
This is a question which concerns more house into the car be practiced. The once
than the grower or shipper, for upon the tough and leathery rind seems to be passfinal solution rests the success and pros- ing to a more sappy and tender condition,
perity of the industry as a whole, and this and this together with the many different
prosperity will naturally spread in all di- factors that "shorten the carrying life of
rections and make for better times and the fruit, has compelled our government
conditions, not only for the grower but and our better thinking people to set to
for the grove labor, packing house labor, work to better our shipping conditions.
the banks and the transportation compa- The result. is better. packing houses; bethies, etc.
ter ventilation; better machinery, which
The citrus illdustry has made a large is 'being improved from season to' season;
growth within a comparatively short and what is probably of as much if not
period, and with conditions promising a more importance, the pre-cooling plants
crop of from 15,000,000 to 18,000,000 are beginning to find their place where
boxes for the season of 1921-22 the needed most. In the long warm and
growers, shippers, the many marketing damp climate where we grow our fruit
agencies and the transportation compa- we can pack and cool it to that degree
nies are thinking and dis'cussing this ship- which will insure safe shipment under
ping problem as much or more than they most any and all conditions.
~re the further development of the indusThe industry has grown to such a
try.
point that it is inlportant tllat the growers
The grower is beginning to realize the and shippers keep well posted as to tIle
vital importance of growing the very best daily shipments SO as not to be forced to
quality of fruit posstble to produce in his use improper cars until the transportation
locality·; and the time is not far distant companies can furnish sufficient and
when the grower who does not grow a proper equipment. It is also importanthigher .grade fruit and does not better his not to pick the fruit in foggy, misty or
shipping conditions, will be compelled to rainy -weather, which is too often done
abandon his grove.
merely to hold the crews together; This
With all grades of fruit, it is important invariably brings grief and especially so
and necessary that the best care possible where ~ pre-cooling plant is not av~ilable.
in picking and· handling the fruit from
All the above requires heavy expendithe trees to and through the packing tures but if judiciously handled, it is an
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investment and not an expense and ready for shipment. The continual flow
stren~hens the confidence in all ship- of this lower grade of fruit from the
ments..
. Stat~ in this manner only adds to the cost
Our crate material "has received the to the consumer without helping the qualmost critical consideration during the past ity of the commodity. It is somewhat
season, and rightly so, as the crates should like going into a store and -buying a dozen
be strong and capable of standing any eggs for 50 cents and paying the merreasonable punishment which is liable and chant a dollar for a container in wltich
will come to most any shipment. There- to carry your eggs home. There has been
fore, it is necessary that the crate be made possibly more bulk shipments from the
of the very best material, well stapled. State during the past season than during
and made with from four to five cement all other seasons combined and has provcoated nails to the cleat. They should be en to be a successful and satisfactory
loaded into cars, with each box on end, method of shipment. With the fast deand tightly Ioad~d sO as to prevent shift- pletion of the forests and the increasing
ing'and breaking; with two st~ips on tIle cost of manufacturing, crate material
top of the bottom tier, and with a nail in seems to be settling on a base of higher
each strip to the box. The top tier should prices than ever known except during the
be loaded likewise, one strip to each tier war and yet the law of averages should
and this strip should be against one side bring the prices to a reasonable figure,
of the car and alternating for each tier. and especially S6 if the crate manufacturHowever, the safer loading would be two ers will permit the business to revert back
strips to each tier on the top with the to the old quality and on a competitive
ends of the strip in contact with one side basis. The present prices only tend to
of the car and the other to the opposite make necessary the devising of some plan
side of the car, leaving space for ventila- whereby the low grades and off quality of
tion in each car and between each row fruit must be handled with less -expense,
of boxes.
if the industry survives with this class of
'As above stated, with the enormous fruit.
amoun~. of fruit to be shipped and taking
In transporting our citrus fruits there
into- consideratio·n the high cost of ma- are many problems, jp which we ,are all
terial such as boxes, nails, paper, etc., more or less concerne'd and the fore~ost
-there is no doubt in my mind that the thought in the minds of the growers and
time" has arrived when the lower grades shippers is that freight rates must be- reof fruit will necessarily have to be ship- duced,. The rates are evidently slated for
ped in bulk. During this season' the pack- a reduction but just how much still reing material and labor have cost in the mains to be figured out and settled on by
neigh-borhood of from 90 cents to $'1.00 the shippers, transportation people and
per box, after the fruit reaches the pack- the Interstate Commerce Commission.
ing house, to place it aboard the cars The transportation companies are in a
I
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precarious condition for they fully realize
the importance and the necessity of
freight readjustment though they are not
in a posit~on to and cannot take action
because they are hampered in every drrection, either by the Interstate Commerce
Commission or the Labor Board. Recently the Southern railroads willingly
agreed to allow unlimited diversions or
re-consignments, after they were convinced that this practice was not being
unnecessarily used and that the service
fot same was figured in with the freight
rates, and that the right to divert cars
would reduce the claims filed against the
carriers. But when the matter was submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission it was refused.
The Labor Board in Washington has
refused, and is refusing the transportation companies the privilege to reduce labor on their respective lines. With the
Labor Board dictating wages and the Interstate Commerce Commission dictating
rates, it leaves nothing for the officials of
the transportation companies to do except
try to survive the situation until such time
as we growers and shippers will take hold
of the situation with the view of having
the Labor Board removed and bring the
fact before the Interstate Commerce
Commission that freight rates must necessarily be in proportion to the value of
the commodities transported. About 50
per ce of the gross sales of our fruit,
boxes, paper, nails and labor have gone
to th transportation people as freight
duri ,the past season. For the growers
to p, oduce fruit requiring from ten to
months to make and to invest in
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packing material, and then have 50 per
cent of the gross sales deducted for a
service of from six to ten days transportation is nothing short of suicide for the
industry and will bring conditions to such
a point that transportation must necessarily be figured out in some other manner and on some other basis.
It seems to me that the time schedule
of these cars in transit is also important
as the transportation companies are now
taking from 50 to 100 per cent m.ore time
to transport the cars to destination than
they did five years ago. The more or less
dilapidated condition of the equipment
and cars together with the extra time for
movement to destination, has caused the
growers an almost inestimable loss, not
only on specific shipments, but by poisoriing the minds of the receivers to the extent that they fear Florida citrus fruits
are weakening to such an extent that the
elementary risk is more than they are
willing to take, without an excessive allowance in this direction.
We must have more cars that are better equipped for the protection of the
fruit in transportation., both during warm
and cold weather. Our present refrigerator cars are inadequate to move the bulk,
of fruit and are in a very bad physical
condition and are not protecting the fruit
as they should; neither are they holding
or maintaining ice as outlined and planned by the refrigerating engineers. Statistics show that there is entirely too much
difference in temperature between the
first and second tiers of fruit. A car
fully iced will refrigerate the contents until the ice has melted away one-third and
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will retain that temperature until the ice
has been reduced to one-half. After that
the temperature of the contents will begin
to rise and with the present equipment of
cars and the long distance between the
designated icing stations this does not
seem to be sufficient to carry the fruit between the regular- icing points. Hence,
we find on practically all shipments heavy
extra icing charges which were necessary
between the designated icing stations
from th~ different orignial points of shipment.
The refrigerating car service people
have placed orders for about 10,000 cars
which will still be inadequate to handle
the volume of fruit from the State and
take care of the commodities from the
other states that require refrigerator cars
when our fruit is going forward. The
situation has reached such a serious point
that the growers on the Pacific coast are
now trying an experiment with refrigerator boat shipments through the Panama
Canal to the Eastern markets. Two of
these shipments have already arrived and
their condition was highly satisfactory.
The shippers of this State are watching
the experiments very closely and I understand that there is a large company in the
East which is now ready to figure with
the growers and shippers of this State on
the transportation problem, with the view

of'building boats to carry such shipments,
either under forced ventilation or under
full iced refrigeration. If boat shipments
meet their expectations and prove satisfactory to the receivers, there is no doubt
that many boats will be converted and
properly equipped for the handling of
perishables; and if it were possible to secure. reasonable rates from the different
seaport points to the inland markets, it
would relieve the congestion and would
eventually expand into large export shipments which we will need within a very
short time. And unless the transportation people or the refrigerator car companies are more particular and come to
the relief of the situation we will no doubt
be compelled to encourage the water
transportation in order to move the bulk
of the different perishable products from
our State.
If we will set to work to grow a better
quality and a higher grade of fruit, using
every discretion in the grade and pack,
and insist upon a faster schedule and better equipment, cheaper rates and better
shipping conditions, we will - no doubt
push forward and prosper and the industry continue to grow and expand and
meet fully the expectations of all the
growers who are operating and co-operating economically for the betterment of
the conditions of the-industry.

